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ONDES
 
                  Benjamin Lang 
          1 -   Canyon of Ölfusá* (2018)                                              10’04’’ 
                  For six percussionists, 3 pianos & celesta 
            
 
                  Salvatore Sciarrino 
          2 -   Un fruscìo lungo trent’anni** (1967-1999)                   11’38” 
                  (Version for 6 percussionists) 
 
 
                  Masahiro Ishijima  
          3 -   In Paradisum* (2020 version)                                         09’11” 
                  For six percussionists & electronics (Electronics by Hibiki Mukai)                    
            
 
                  Mathias Steinauer 
          4 -   L’ Arpentage des ondes* (2017-2018)                            19’41” 
                 For six percussionists, 3 pianos & celesta 

 
 
 *World premiere recordings 
**World premiere recording of the version for 6 percussionists
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Salvatore Sciarrino, Un fruscio lungo trent'anni, © 1967, Casa Ricordi srl, Milano – Tutti I diritti riservatiMathias Steinauer, a page from L’Arpentage des ondes
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Navigating the Full Spectrum of Sounds: Contemporary Works for Percussion 
Ensemble 

From its inception with landmark works like Edgard Varèse’s Ionization (1929-31), 
Amadeo Roldán’s Ritmicas (1930), or John Cage’s First Construction (In Metal) 
(1939), the percussion ensemble has been associated with innovations in rhythm—
with driving, pulsating, and complex explorations of the domain of time. The titles 
of these works suggest this aesthetic, calling conspicuous attention to their own 
modernity and hinting at a type of abstraction and scientific outlook towards the 
investigation of new materials. Alongside these rhythmic explorations, however, 
there has always been another aspect of percussion music: an intense preoccupation 
with the nature of sound. From instruments fashioned out of everyday objects to 
those with long and distinguished histories, the sheer variety available to the percus-
sionist is staggering, as is the range of different sounds each instrument can pro-
duce. The sounds of the percussion ensemble run the full spectrum from dense nois-
es to clear chimes and bells, and navigating this variety presents both challenges and 
opportunities. The performances of the Lugano Percussion Ensemble, recorded on 
this disc, meet these challenges admirably with interpretations that are sensitive to 
the nuanced shaping of individual sounds, technically precise, and authoritative in 
bringing to life new works, many of which were composed specifically for this 
Ensemble. The pieces presented on this CD represent a new generation of music for 
percussion ensemble, building on the innovations of Varèse and Cage, but also 
bringing the vast array of abstract material to new expressive forms—shaping 
sounds, both familiar and novel, into evocative images and associations, even narra-
tive journeys through the world of sonic possibilities. 

 

The Lugano Percussion Ensemble, (previously named Lugano Percussion Group) is a 
Swiss based group specialized in contemporary classical music that focuses on new 
works, especially written for the group, and on Swiss music. 
 
The ensemble was founded in 2000 by Professor Mircea Ardeleanu at the 
Conservatorio della Svizzera Italiana in Lugano. In 2018 the LPE was “refreshed” with 
the updated name and new members which include six percussionists, a principal con-
ductor and 4 pianists. 
 
The LPE has extensively  performed in Europe and overseas at international festivals. 
Upcoming performances include a month long tour in South America and a US and 
Japan concert tour. 
 
Since 2002 the group has been invited regularly at the Martha Argerich Festival in 
Lugano performing and recording with the Orchestra della Svizzera Italiana, Martha 
Argerich among others.  
 
The group has recorded for Deutsche Grammophon, Stradivarius and Musiques 
Suisses and collaborated with composers such as: Salvatore Sciarrino, Mathias 
Steinauer, Benjamin Lang, Masahiro Ishijima, Jody Rockmaker, Giacomo Platini.  
 
The LPE is kindly supported by the Swiss foundation Pro-Helvetia and Radio della 
Svizzera Italiana. 
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Benjamin Lang, Canyon of Ölfusá 

The title of Benjamin Lang’s work, Canyon of Ölfusá (2018), brings to mind the nat-
ural wonders of Iceland, with its rock formations, rivers, and waterfalls. The work was 
commissioned by the Lugano Percussion Ensemble, and calls for three pianos and 
celesta along with the six percussionists. The opening fills out the sonic spectrum 
with a cymbal crash and snare drum roll and as well as a flourish in the high register 
of the glockenspiel and celesta. As this initial gesture subsides, it reveals a halting 
aperiodic texture in the lowest register of the three pianos. The opening’s plunging 
contrast in register sets up the idea of stratifications of sound—just as one might 
expect to find geological strata exposed by the effects of time and erosion cutting 
into a canyon wall. The low strand of the pianos is one of the most consistent threads 
in the piece, at times slow and halting, at times coalescing into a rumbling flow. The 
high keyboard instruments, celesta and glockenspiel return often as well, with their 
own pattern of growth and development—first seeming to punctuate different 
moments in the course of the piece, but in the second half of the work sustaining 
their embellishments into a delicate filigree. The unpitched percussion, too, swell at 
unpredictable moments, building to a peak and then suddenly revealing something 
new. At several points in the work the pianos come together with the high-pitched 
percussion to play an enigmatic melody in octaves—a suddenly stark and bare 
sound, reminiscent of the “statue” motive from Olivier Messiaen’s Turangalîla 
Symphonie, another early work making innovative use of percussion. The melody 
comes back in different forms, often abbreviated, and only revealing its longest ver-
sion just before the end. Just as the drifting clouds, ponderous glaciers, and running 
water appear radically different, even though they are different forms of the same 
element, there is a connection between the materials of Lang’s piece. The same 
notes and intervals can be heard across many of the instrumental groups, including 
this last melody, whose contents are foreshadowed by the celesta’s flourishes, pro- Lugano Percussion Ensemble
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Salvatore Sciarrino      Photo by Dominik Odenkirchen
Salvatore Sciarrino e Simone Mancuso (Bologna, 2021)
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In 2011 his opera Keyner Nit has had performances in Lucerne and Zurich. He plays keyboards in 
the group The Stone Alphabet. 
 
Benjamin Lang 
Benjamin Lang (born 1976) studied Composition (with Adriana Hölszky, Johannes Schöllhorn and 
Michael Edwards), Music Theory, Musicology and Conducting in Rostock, Salzburg, Hannover, 
Lugano, Bremen and Edinburgh. He taught Composition and Music Theory at the Universities of 
Music in Hannover, Bremen, Rostock, Osnabrück, Lüneburg, Zürich and Berlin. Since 2018 he is 
a professor at the University of Music and Drama Rostock. 
Benjamin Lang draws a lot of inspiration for his music from the experience of archeological exca-
vations and sights as well as of natural phenomenons in general, which are all reflected within 
musical and formal structures of his compositions. In reviews his music has been described as 
archaic and unorthodox. 
Lang’s music has been premiered and performed in concerts and festivals all over Europe, the U.S. 
and Bolivia. His compositions are published at the Verlag Neue Musik Berlin. 
 
Masahiro ISHIJIMA 
Masahiro Ishijima was born in 1960. He studied musical composition with Akira MIYOSHI and con-
ducting with Tadaaki ODAKA. He won the 3rd prize in the composition section of the 49th Japan 
Music Competition and he was finalist at “Music Today “organized by Toru Takemitsu – the 1st 
International Composition Competition in 1982.  
Masahiro Ishijima also won the Asahi Composition Award in 1991. His works has been played in 
several music festivals such as the Internationale Ferienkurse für Neue Musik, Darmstadt, 
Semaine de Musique Japonaise,  Conservatoire à rayonnement régional de Boulogne-Billancourt, 
etc. He is currently Professor of Music Composition at the Toho Gakuen School of Music. 
 
Hibiki Mukai 
Hibiki Mukai (born 1993) is a Japanese composer who has received numerous prestigious interna-
tional awards, including the 1st Prize at the Matan Givol International Composers Competition and  
the Marin Goleminov International Composition Prize. Hibiki is currently based in Porto, pursuing a 
PhD degree at the University of Porto as the fellow from the Agency for Cultural Affairs, 
Government of Japan.

viding an unplaceable, yet vaguely familiar feeling to the independent and unpre-
dictable layers.  

Salvatore Sciarrino, Un fruscio lungo Trent’Anni 

The title of Salvatore Sciarrino’s Un Fruscìo Lungo Trent’Anni (1967-99) translates to 
“a thirty-year-long rustling,” and, as the composer explains in his preface to the 
score, it refers to the long gestation of the piece, initially conceived in 1967, at a time 
when his compositional ideas were just coming into their own. The title also reflects 
some of the sounds of the work, which begins with the rustling of pine branches, 
moving across the stage and between the performers, and Sciarrino himself has con-
nected the piece to the sonic imagery of Harusame, the spring rains in Japan. Other 
instruments represent different elements or materials: wood, water, metal, glass, 
and skin. And when conventional instruments are used, they are often rubbed with 
different materials rather than being struck with conventional sticks or mallets. The 
resulting sounds are at times both visceral and impersonal; the bass drums, for 
example, seem to morph between the sound of distant thunder and that of a heart-
beat. In Sciarrino’s words, the sounds are “alarming because they are nameless, like 
space,” and there is something timeless about these sounds, too, coming from iden-
tifiable instruments, yet defamiliarized and hovering on the edge of recognition. This 
is appropriate for the work of a composer musing on his thirty-year-old fragment, a 
shard of a previous self that now seems alien and foreign. Sounds in Sciarrino’s music 
often border on the edge of perceptibility, forming an emotional and tense atmos-
phere that embraces the gentle noises of the natural world and imaginatively shapes 
them—a world where the distinction between environmental sounds and music 
evaporates and dialogues begin to take shape between the different types of mate-
rials as sounds are passed from player to player. The composer often invokes an eco-
logical metaphor in his music, and here he invites us to “Imagine sitting on the banks 
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Zeno Baldi

of a river. Not a real river, but a river of music. Imagine sitting on stage at a concert. 
Not a real concert, but one of water and wind.” But these softly stirring natural 
sounds are interrupted at points by a more explosive kind of energy. Occasionally, 
the breaking of glass or the striking of a metal tube suddenly stands out from the 
texture, and toward the end of the work, the sounds of fired pistols interrupt the 
scene as a violent and extreme interjection. While the softer rustling sounds contin-
ue as before, these riveting moments of intense energy introduce a complex tension 
into the environment, putting both the fragility and the enduring consistency of the 
rustling sounds into relief. In Sciarrino’s poetic handling, any resolution of this ten-
sion remains unstated, and the full implications of these sonic extremes are left to 
the listener’s imagination. 

Masahiro Ishijima: In Paradisum 

In Paradisum refers to the final part of the Latin requiem mass, a prayer for angels 
and martyrs to welcome the departed into paradise. In Gabriel Faure’s setting—per-
haps the best-known use of this text in the traditional requiem mass—this is a move-
ment of supreme serenity and peace throughout, and a gentle closing to the service. 
Masahiro Ishijima, however, presents a more complex and conflicted interpretation 
of this part of the requiem, moving through a dramatic narrative arch. The move-
ment opens peacefully, with an ethereal texture produced by an unlikely mixture of 
traditional and novel instruments. Stately traditional instruments including tam-tams 
and deep gongs are mixed with triangles, chimes, and cymbals, but also with a rattle 
made of tin cans, a steel plate, bottles, and scraps of wood—all of which are played 
in a variety of ways, with the fingertips, palms of the hands, bows, mallets, and ham-
mers, and at times supplemented by electronics. About three-and-a-half minutes 
into the work these build to a rhythmically driven, furioso, duet between an oil drum 
and tom-tom, with directions in the score to roar with anger. At a climactic point, 

Salvatore Sciarrino 
Salvatore Sciarrino (Palermo, 1947) boasts of being born free and not in a music school. 
He started composing when he was twelve as a self-taught person and held his first public concert 
in 1962. He has composed for: Teatro alla Scala, RAI, Teatro del Maggio Musicale Fiorentino, 
Biennale di Venezia, Teatro La Fenice di Venezia, Teatro Carlo Felice di Genova, Fondazione 
Arena di Verona, Stuttgart Opera Theatre, Brussels La Monnaie, Frankfurt Opera Theatre, 
Amsterdam Concertgebouw, London Symphony Orchestra, Tokyo Suntory Hall. He has also com-
posed for the following festivals: Schwetzinger Festspiele, Donaueschinger Musiktage, Witten, 
Salzburg, New York, Wien Modern, Wiener Festwochen, Berliner Festspiele Musik, Holland 
Festival, Alborough, Festival d’Automne (Paris), Ultima (Oslo). Apart from being author of most of 
his theatre opera’s librettos, Sciarrino wrote a rich production of articles, essays and texts of various 
genres some of which have been chosen and collected in Carte da suono, CIDIM – Novecento, 
2001. Particularly important is his interdisciplinary book about musical form: Le figure della musica, 
da Beethoven a oggi, Ricordi 1998. Sciarrino taught at the Music Academies of Milan (1974–83), 
Perugia (1983–87) and Florence (1987– 96). He also worked as a teacher in various specialization 
courses and masterclasses among which are those held in Città di Castello from 1979 to 2000 and 
the Lectures at Boston University. He currently teaches in the summer masterclasses at the 
Accademia Chigiana in Siena. From 1978 to 1980, he was Artistic Director of Teatro Comunale di 
Bologna. 
Academic of Santa Cecilia (Roma), Academic of Fine Arts of Bavaria and Academic of the Arts 
(Berlin), Sciarrino has won many awards, among the most recent are: the Prince Pierre de Monaco 
(2003), the prestigious Feltrinelli International Award (Premio Internazionale Feltrinelli) (2003), the 
Salzburg Music Prize (2006), an International Composition Price established by the Salzburg Land, 
the Frontiers of Knowledge Prize from the Spanish BBVA Foundation (2011), the A Life in Music 
Prize from the Teatro La Fenice – Associazione Rubinstein in Venice (2014), the Golden Lion for 
Lifetime Achievement from the Venice Biennale (2016). 
 
Mathias Steinauer 
Mathias Steinauer was born in Basle in 1959. He studied piano, composition (with Robert Suter and 
Roland Moser) and music theory at the Basle Music Academy. From 1986 to 1988 he studied com-
position with György Kurtàg in Budapest. From 1986-2021 he has been a professor for music the-
ory, courses for New Music and composition at the Zurich University of the Arts. He has had per-
formances and given lectures at music academies and festivals in many countries all over the 
world. In 2004, he was the Artistic Director of the ISCM World Music Days in Switzerland. 
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might resemble whale song or call to mind an underwater environment. 
Occasionally these are punctuated by a vaguely familiar chord coordinated across 
the parts. These develop into a more rhythmic section, led in the low register of the 
pianos, and the piece progresses, swelling and ebbing, between these more rhyth-
mically pulsating sections and returns of free-flowing unmetered sections, each pre-
senting their own variations on the interrelated imagery of waves. The second 
unmeasured section (a little over four minutes into the piece) is labeled in the score 
as “like pebbles thrown into a pond” and focuses on the microcosmic aspects of the 
wave—higher pitched and smaller fluctuations in the percussion elicit reactions from 
the pianists. In the section that follows, descending figures emerge and grow 
through rhythmic interlocking figures in the pianos, working as a single extended 
wave, before retreating back to a higher register and softer dynamic. And around 
10 minutes into the work, in a section described as “objects on the beach,” more 
recognizable melodic motifs begin to gather in the keyboard instruments, this time 
with the playful spirit of a scherzo, diverging into different rhythms and transposi-
tions almost as soon as they come into focus. A section of more driving rhythms 
then creates one last swell of energy. In the final few minutes of the work, this gives 
way to a lush romantic turn of phrase that seems like a reminiscence or an epilogue, 
hinting at something melancholy. The peak of this melodic line on a dissonant 
appoggiatura is joined with the crashing of a cymbal roll, emphasizing the wavelike 
imagery of the piece once more. This motif, too, dissolves into variants of pitch and 
timing, as the piece comes to its close. Following Calvino’s more philosophical mus-
ings, here we might think about the enduring ripples of history—fragmentary ideas 
from an older time resurfacing and continually reverberating in our memories.  

Benjamin Levy

Masahiro Ishijima
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chains are dropped on the floor and a kerosene can is smashed with a hammer. Soon, 
though, chorale-like melodies in the chimes and bells begin to take over the texture, 
leading to a very expressive ending. In the electronics, we hear the sounds of doves 
taking flight, answered by cooing calls of the percussionists on ocarinas. Sounds 
evoking the sizzle of small fireworks and the ticking of clocks lead to another record-
ing: the cry of an infant cut short by a final stroke, coordinated between the high, 
bell-like Orin and a deep Thai gong, both ringing out together and then fading into 
silence. This suggestive moment, then, seems to anchor an unconventional trajectory 
for the piece, from the serene calm of the opening, working in reverse through its 
fits of violent energy and moments of anguish and grief, back to this original 
moment of tragedy.  

Mathias Steinauer: L’arpentage des ondes 

In “Reading A Wave,” the first section of Mr. Palomar, by Italo Calvino, the title char-
acter sets out to observe a single wave in order to scrutinize its features in isolation, 
but soon finds it impossible to separate one wave from the next or to delimit where 
a wave ends and the rest of the ocean begins. Behind this common image, there are 
a network of complex and continually shifting features: varying speeds, conflicting 
directions, and patterns of simultaneous growth and attenuation, producing an 
entrancing surface; “in other words,” as Calvino puts it, “there are some forms and 
sequences that are repeated, though irregularly distributed in space and time.”(p. 4) 
Composed in 2017-18 for the Lugano Percussion Ensemble, Mathias Steinauer’s 
L’arpentage des ondes (Surveying the Waves), for six percussionists, three pianos, 
and celesta, plays with some of the same ideas. The piece begins with a free “senza 
misura” section where the musicians perform a controlled improvisation on different 
wavelike gestures given in the score; crescendos in the cymbal and bass drum direct-
ly evoke the image of an ocean wave, and the echoing glissandi of the waterphone 

Mathias Steinauer
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might resemble whale song or call to mind an underwater environment. 
Occasionally these are punctuated by a vaguely familiar chord coordinated across 
the parts. These develop into a more rhythmic section, led in the low register of the 
pianos, and the piece progresses, swelling and ebbing, between these more rhyth-
mically pulsating sections and returns of free-flowing unmetered sections, each pre-
senting their own variations on the interrelated imagery of waves. The second 
unmeasured section (a little over four minutes into the piece) is labeled in the score 
as “like pebbles thrown into a pond” and focuses on the microcosmic aspects of the 
wave—higher pitched and smaller fluctuations in the percussion elicit reactions from 
the pianists. In the section that follows, descending figures emerge and grow 
through rhythmic interlocking figures in the pianos, working as a single extended 
wave, before retreating back to a higher register and softer dynamic. And around 
10 minutes into the work, in a section described as “objects on the beach,” more 
recognizable melodic motifs begin to gather in the keyboard instruments, this time 
with the playful spirit of a scherzo, diverging into different rhythms and transposi-
tions almost as soon as they come into focus. A section of more driving rhythms 
then creates one last swell of energy. In the final few minutes of the work, this gives 
way to a lush romantic turn of phrase that seems like a reminiscence or an epilogue, 
hinting at something melancholy. The peak of this melodic line on a dissonant 
appoggiatura is joined with the crashing of a cymbal roll, emphasizing the wavelike 
imagery of the piece once more. This motif, too, dissolves into variants of pitch and 
timing, as the piece comes to its close. Following Calvino’s more philosophical mus-
ings, here we might think about the enduring ripples of history—fragmentary ideas 
from an older time resurfacing and continually reverberating in our memories.  

Benjamin Levy

Masahiro Ishijima
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of a river. Not a real river, but a river of music. Imagine sitting on stage at a concert. 
Not a real concert, but one of water and wind.” But these softly stirring natural 
sounds are interrupted at points by a more explosive kind of energy. Occasionally, 
the breaking of glass or the striking of a metal tube suddenly stands out from the 
texture, and toward the end of the work, the sounds of fired pistols interrupt the 
scene as a violent and extreme interjection. While the softer rustling sounds contin-
ue as before, these riveting moments of intense energy introduce a complex tension 
into the environment, putting both the fragility and the enduring consistency of the 
rustling sounds into relief. In Sciarrino’s poetic handling, any resolution of this ten-
sion remains unstated, and the full implications of these sonic extremes are left to 
the listener’s imagination. 

Masahiro Ishijima: In Paradisum 

In Paradisum refers to the final part of the Latin requiem mass, a prayer for angels 
and martyrs to welcome the departed into paradise. In Gabriel Faure’s setting—per-
haps the best-known use of this text in the traditional requiem mass—this is a move-
ment of supreme serenity and peace throughout, and a gentle closing to the service. 
Masahiro Ishijima, however, presents a more complex and conflicted interpretation 
of this part of the requiem, moving through a dramatic narrative arch. The move-
ment opens peacefully, with an ethereal texture produced by an unlikely mixture of 
traditional and novel instruments. Stately traditional instruments including tam-tams 
and deep gongs are mixed with triangles, chimes, and cymbals, but also with a rattle 
made of tin cans, a steel plate, bottles, and scraps of wood—all of which are played 
in a variety of ways, with the fingertips, palms of the hands, bows, mallets, and ham-
mers, and at times supplemented by electronics. About three-and-a-half minutes 
into the work these build to a rhythmically driven, furioso, duet between an oil drum 
and tom-tom, with directions in the score to roar with anger. At a climactic point, 

Salvatore Sciarrino 
Salvatore Sciarrino (Palermo, 1947) boasts of being born free and not in a music school. 
He started composing when he was twelve as a self-taught person and held his first public concert 
in 1962. He has composed for: Teatro alla Scala, RAI, Teatro del Maggio Musicale Fiorentino, 
Biennale di Venezia, Teatro La Fenice di Venezia, Teatro Carlo Felice di Genova, Fondazione 
Arena di Verona, Stuttgart Opera Theatre, Brussels La Monnaie, Frankfurt Opera Theatre, 
Amsterdam Concertgebouw, London Symphony Orchestra, Tokyo Suntory Hall. He has also com-
posed for the following festivals: Schwetzinger Festspiele, Donaueschinger Musiktage, Witten, 
Salzburg, New York, Wien Modern, Wiener Festwochen, Berliner Festspiele Musik, Holland 
Festival, Alborough, Festival d’Automne (Paris), Ultima (Oslo). Apart from being author of most of 
his theatre opera’s librettos, Sciarrino wrote a rich production of articles, essays and texts of various 
genres some of which have been chosen and collected in Carte da suono, CIDIM – Novecento, 
2001. Particularly important is his interdisciplinary book about musical form: Le figure della musica, 
da Beethoven a oggi, Ricordi 1998. Sciarrino taught at the Music Academies of Milan (1974–83), 
Perugia (1983–87) and Florence (1987– 96). He also worked as a teacher in various specialization 
courses and masterclasses among which are those held in Città di Castello from 1979 to 2000 and 
the Lectures at Boston University. He currently teaches in the summer masterclasses at the 
Accademia Chigiana in Siena. From 1978 to 1980, he was Artistic Director of Teatro Comunale di 
Bologna. 
Academic of Santa Cecilia (Roma), Academic of Fine Arts of Bavaria and Academic of the Arts 
(Berlin), Sciarrino has won many awards, among the most recent are: the Prince Pierre de Monaco 
(2003), the prestigious Feltrinelli International Award (Premio Internazionale Feltrinelli) (2003), the 
Salzburg Music Prize (2006), an International Composition Price established by the Salzburg Land, 
the Frontiers of Knowledge Prize from the Spanish BBVA Foundation (2011), the A Life in Music 
Prize from the Teatro La Fenice – Associazione Rubinstein in Venice (2014), the Golden Lion for 
Lifetime Achievement from the Venice Biennale (2016). 
 
Mathias Steinauer 
Mathias Steinauer was born in Basle in 1959. He studied piano, composition (with Robert Suter and 
Roland Moser) and music theory at the Basle Music Academy. From 1986 to 1988 he studied com-
position with György Kurtàg in Budapest. From 1986-2021 he has been a professor for music the-
ory, courses for New Music and composition at the Zurich University of the Arts. He has had per-
formances and given lectures at music academies and festivals in many countries all over the 
world. In 2004, he was the Artistic Director of the ISCM World Music Days in Switzerland. 
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In 2011 his opera Keyner Nit has had performances in Lucerne and Zurich. He plays keyboards in 
the group The Stone Alphabet. 
 
Benjamin Lang 
Benjamin Lang (born 1976) studied Composition (with Adriana Hölszky, Johannes Schöllhorn and 
Michael Edwards), Music Theory, Musicology and Conducting in Rostock, Salzburg, Hannover, 
Lugano, Bremen and Edinburgh. He taught Composition and Music Theory at the Universities of 
Music in Hannover, Bremen, Rostock, Osnabrück, Lüneburg, Zürich and Berlin. Since 2018 he is 
a professor at the University of Music and Drama Rostock. 
Benjamin Lang draws a lot of inspiration for his music from the experience of archeological exca-
vations and sights as well as of natural phenomenons in general, which are all reflected within 
musical and formal structures of his compositions. In reviews his music has been described as 
archaic and unorthodox. 
Lang’s music has been premiered and performed in concerts and festivals all over Europe, the U.S. 
and Bolivia. His compositions are published at the Verlag Neue Musik Berlin. 
 
Masahiro ISHIJIMA 
Masahiro Ishijima was born in 1960. He studied musical composition with Akira MIYOSHI and con-
ducting with Tadaaki ODAKA. He won the 3rd prize in the composition section of the 49th Japan 
Music Competition and he was finalist at “Music Today “organized by Toru Takemitsu – the 1st 
International Composition Competition in 1982.  
Masahiro Ishijima also won the Asahi Composition Award in 1991. His works has been played in 
several music festivals such as the Internationale Ferienkurse für Neue Musik, Darmstadt, 
Semaine de Musique Japonaise,  Conservatoire à rayonnement régional de Boulogne-Billancourt, 
etc. He is currently Professor of Music Composition at the Toho Gakuen School of Music. 
 
Hibiki Mukai 
Hibiki Mukai (born 1993) is a Japanese composer who has received numerous prestigious interna-
tional awards, including the 1st Prize at the Matan Givol International Composers Competition and  
the Marin Goleminov International Composition Prize. Hibiki is currently based in Porto, pursuing a 
PhD degree at the University of Porto as the fellow from the Agency for Cultural Affairs, 
Government of Japan.

viding an unplaceable, yet vaguely familiar feeling to the independent and unpre-
dictable layers.  

Salvatore Sciarrino, Un fruscio lungo Trent’Anni 

The title of Salvatore Sciarrino’s Un Fruscìo Lungo Trent’Anni (1967-99) translates to 
“a thirty-year-long rustling,” and, as the composer explains in his preface to the 
score, it refers to the long gestation of the piece, initially conceived in 1967, at a time 
when his compositional ideas were just coming into their own. The title also reflects 
some of the sounds of the work, which begins with the rustling of pine branches, 
moving across the stage and between the performers, and Sciarrino himself has con-
nected the piece to the sonic imagery of Harusame, the spring rains in Japan. Other 
instruments represent different elements or materials: wood, water, metal, glass, 
and skin. And when conventional instruments are used, they are often rubbed with 
different materials rather than being struck with conventional sticks or mallets. The 
resulting sounds are at times both visceral and impersonal; the bass drums, for 
example, seem to morph between the sound of distant thunder and that of a heart-
beat. In Sciarrino’s words, the sounds are “alarming because they are nameless, like 
space,” and there is something timeless about these sounds, too, coming from iden-
tifiable instruments, yet defamiliarized and hovering on the edge of recognition. This 
is appropriate for the work of a composer musing on his thirty-year-old fragment, a 
shard of a previous self that now seems alien and foreign. Sounds in Sciarrino’s music 
often border on the edge of perceptibility, forming an emotional and tense atmos-
phere that embraces the gentle noises of the natural world and imaginatively shapes 
them—a world where the distinction between environmental sounds and music 
evaporates and dialogues begin to take shape between the different types of mate-
rials as sounds are passed from player to player. The composer often invokes an eco-
logical metaphor in his music, and here he invites us to “Imagine sitting on the banks 
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Salvatore Sciarrino      Photo by Dominik Odenkirchen
Salvatore Sciarrino e Simone Mancuso (Bologna, 2021)
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Benjamin Lang, Canyon of Ölfusá 

The title of Benjamin Lang’s work, Canyon of Ölfusá (2018), brings to mind the nat-
ural wonders of Iceland, with its rock formations, rivers, and waterfalls. The work was 
commissioned by the Lugano Percussion Ensemble, and calls for three pianos and 
celesta along with the six percussionists. The opening fills out the sonic spectrum 
with a cymbal crash and snare drum roll and as well as a flourish in the high register 
of the glockenspiel and celesta. As this initial gesture subsides, it reveals a halting 
aperiodic texture in the lowest register of the three pianos. The opening’s plunging 
contrast in register sets up the idea of stratifications of sound—just as one might 
expect to find geological strata exposed by the effects of time and erosion cutting 
into a canyon wall. The low strand of the pianos is one of the most consistent threads 
in the piece, at times slow and halting, at times coalescing into a rumbling flow. The 
high keyboard instruments, celesta and glockenspiel return often as well, with their 
own pattern of growth and development—first seeming to punctuate different 
moments in the course of the piece, but in the second half of the work sustaining 
their embellishments into a delicate filigree. The unpitched percussion, too, swell at 
unpredictable moments, building to a peak and then suddenly revealing something 
new. At several points in the work the pianos come together with the high-pitched 
percussion to play an enigmatic melody in octaves—a suddenly stark and bare 
sound, reminiscent of the “statue” motive from Olivier Messiaen’s Turangalîla 
Symphonie, another early work making innovative use of percussion. The melody 
comes back in different forms, often abbreviated, and only revealing its longest ver-
sion just before the end. Just as the drifting clouds, ponderous glaciers, and running 
water appear radically different, even though they are different forms of the same 
element, there is a connection between the materials of Lang’s piece. The same 
notes and intervals can be heard across many of the instrumental groups, including 
this last melody, whose contents are foreshadowed by the celesta’s flourishes, pro- Lugano Percussion Ensemble
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Navigating the Full Spectrum of Sounds: Contemporary Works for Percussion 
Ensemble 

From its inception with landmark works like Edgard Varèse’s Ionization (1929-31), 
Amadeo Roldán’s Ritmicas (1930), or John Cage’s First Construction (In Metal) 
(1939), the percussion ensemble has been associated with innovations in rhythm—
with driving, pulsating, and complex explorations of the domain of time. The titles 
of these works suggest this aesthetic, calling conspicuous attention to their own 
modernity and hinting at a type of abstraction and scientific outlook towards the 
investigation of new materials. Alongside these rhythmic explorations, however, 
there has always been another aspect of percussion music: an intense preoccupation 
with the nature of sound. From instruments fashioned out of everyday objects to 
those with long and distinguished histories, the sheer variety available to the percus-
sionist is staggering, as is the range of different sounds each instrument can pro-
duce. The sounds of the percussion ensemble run the full spectrum from dense nois-
es to clear chimes and bells, and navigating this variety presents both challenges and 
opportunities. The performances of the Lugano Percussion Ensemble, recorded on 
this disc, meet these challenges admirably with interpretations that are sensitive to 
the nuanced shaping of individual sounds, technically precise, and authoritative in 
bringing to life new works, many of which were composed specifically for this 
Ensemble. The pieces presented on this CD represent a new generation of music for 
percussion ensemble, building on the innovations of Varèse and Cage, but also 
bringing the vast array of abstract material to new expressive forms—shaping 
sounds, both familiar and novel, into evocative images and associations, even narra-
tive journeys through the world of sonic possibilities. 

 

The Lugano Percussion Ensemble, (previously named Lugano Percussion Group) is a 
Swiss based group specialized in contemporary classical music that focuses on new 
works, especially written for the group, and on Swiss music. 
 
The ensemble was founded in 2000 by Professor Mircea Ardeleanu at the 
Conservatorio della Svizzera Italiana in Lugano. In 2018 the LPE was “refreshed” with 
the updated name and new members which include six percussionists, a principal con-
ductor and 4 pianists. 
 
The LPE has extensively  performed in Europe and overseas at international festivals. 
Upcoming performances include a month long tour in South America and a US and 
Japan concert tour. 
 
Since 2002 the group has been invited regularly at the Martha Argerich Festival in 
Lugano performing and recording with the Orchestra della Svizzera Italiana, Martha 
Argerich among others.  
 
The group has recorded for Deutsche Grammophon, Stradivarius and Musiques 
Suisses and collaborated with composers such as: Salvatore Sciarrino, Mathias 
Steinauer, Benjamin Lang, Masahiro Ishijima, Jody Rockmaker, Giacomo Platini.  
 
The LPE is kindly supported by the Swiss foundation Pro-Helvetia and Radio della 
Svizzera Italiana. 
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Salvatore Sciarrino, Un fruscio lungo trent'anni, © 1967, Casa Ricordi srl, Milano – Tutti I diritti riservatiMathias Steinauer, a page from L’Arpentage des ondes
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Recording & mixing engineer: Lara Persia 
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Simone Mancuso, direction 
 

Percussionists: 
Luca Bruno, Armando De Angelis, Gregorio Di Trapani,  

Sho Kubota, Andrea Tiddi, Alberto Toccaceli 
 

Pianists:  
Silvia Cattaneo, Beatrice Lupi, Francesco Paganini 

 
Celesta player:  

Giuseppe Burgarella 
 

Director: 
Simone Mancuso 
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ONDES
 
                  Benjamin Lang 
          1 -   Canyon of Ölfusá* (2018)                                              10’04’’ 
                  For six percussionists, 3 pianos & celesta 
            
 
                  Salvatore Sciarrino 
          2 -   Un fruscìo lungo trent’anni** (1967-1999)                   11’38” 
                  (Version for 6 percussionists) 
 
 
                  Masahiro Ishijima  
          3 -   In Paradisum* (2020 version)                                         09’11” 
                  For six percussionists & electronics (Electronics by Hibiki Mukai)                    
            
 
                  Mathias Steinauer 
          4 -   L’ Arpentage des ondes* (2017-2018)                            19’41” 
                 For six percussionists, 3 pianos & celesta 

 
 
 *World premiere recordings 
**World premiere recording of the version for 6 percussionists
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